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Web Development With SAS by ExampleSAS Institute, 2006
SAS Web Technologies provide a comprehensive set of tools for creating and deploying Web applications. This book is an attempt to bring together in one volume a set of examples to illustrate the major issues in Web development, using the tools available from SAS as the building blocks. It is intended both as a general introduction to Web...
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Actionable Web Analytics: Using Data to Make Smart Business DecisionsSybex, 2007
Getting ROI from the Web Is Everyone's Job   

   Right now someone is clicking on your website, and knowing everything you can about those clicks and the people that make them is a business imperative. That's the first of a set of compelling business lessons distilled from the authors' decade of experience with the...
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Wavelet Image and Video Compression (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 1998
`This is a very well-organized and useful reference  book for those who are new to wavelet image and video coding.'  
  Journal of Electronic Imaging, 9:2 (2000) 
     
An exciting new development has taken place in the digital era  that has captured the imagination and talent of...
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Test Driven: TDD and Acceptance TDD for Java DevelopersManning Publications, 2007

	In test driven development, you first write an executable test of what your application code must do. Only then do you write the code itself and, with the test spurring you on, you improve your design. In acceptance test driven development (ATDD), you use the same technique to implement product features, benefiting from iterative development,...
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IP Telephony with H.323: Architectures for Unified Networks and Integrated ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A comprehensive introduction to the protocols and architecture everyone must know in order to implement H.323-based IP telephony
   IP Telephony with H.323   

   Internet Protocol (IP) telephony is changing the way business gets done, allowing multimedia messages such as voice, data, and video to be transmitted over standard routers,...
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SystemVerilog for Verification, Second Edition: A Guide to Learning the Testbench Language FeaturesSpringer, 2008
SystemVerilog for Verification, Second Edition provides practical information for hardware and software engineers using the SystemVerilog language to verify electronic designs. The author explains methodology concepts for constructing testbenches that are modular and reusable. The book includes extensive coverage of the SystemVerilog 3.1a...
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Advanced Data StructuresCambridge University Press, 2008
Advanced Data Structures presents a comprehensive look at the ideas, analysis, and implementation details of data structures as a specialized topic in applied algorithms. Data structures are how data is stored within a computer, and how one can go about searching for data within. This text examines efficient ways to search and update sets of...
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Operating Systems: Internals and Design Principles (5th Edition) (GOAL Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
This book covers concepts, structure, and mechanisms of operating systems.  Stallings presents the nature and characteristics of modern-day operating systems clearly and completely.  Includes major programming projects. Offers step-by-step web support with CD/Rom Resources.     A basic reference for those interested in learning...
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Head First Rails: A learner's companion to Ruby on Rails (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2009
Ready to transport your web applications into the Web 2.0 era? Head First Rails takes your programming -- and productivity -- to the max. You'll learn everything from the fundamentals of Rails scaffolding to building customized interactive web apps using Rails' rich set of tools and the MVC framework.
  
  By the time you're...
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Text Mining: Classification, Clustering, and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2009
This book is a worthy contribution to the field of text mining. By focusing on classification (rather than exhaustively covering extraction, summarization, and other tasks), it achieves the right balance of coherence and comprehensiveness. It collects papers by the leading authors in the field, who employ and explain a variety of...
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JUNOS SecurityO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Junos® Security is the complete and authorized introduction to the new Juniper Networks SRX hardware series. This book not only provides a practical, hands-on field guide to deploying, configuring, and operating SRX, it also serves as a reference to help you prepare for any of the Junos Security Certification examinations...
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Handbook of Educational Data Mining (CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2010

	The goal of this book is to provide an overview of the current state of knowledge of educational
	data mining (EDM). The primary goal of EDM is to use large-scale educational data
	sets to better understand learning and to provide information about the learning process.
	Although researchers have been studying human learning for over a...
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